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Elements of Asaib Ahl al-Haq and Kataib Hezbollah are seemingly trying to
extract domestic and Iranian support for more forceful pushback against their
recent political isolation.

O

n November
12, social

media accounts close
to Qais al-Khazali, the
leader of Asaib Ahl alHaq (AAH), posted an
apparent call for
escalation to the
group's followers. The
message included
video of one of his past
speeches wherein he
stated: "[I pray] that
God either ensures
victory over his
enemies at our
hands...or grants us
martyrdom in his
cause, in a way that my death satisfies America and Israel. But I want the young men to not allow this satisfaction to
last and turn it to hell for them and not allow them to be present in Iraq.” A written message included under the
footage was telling: "[Remain] steadfast until the pillar of truth appears to you and you are supreme, and God is with
you and will not leave you” (Figure 1). This phrase is attributed to a story in which the Imam Ali encouraged his men
to move forward on the battlefield.
Sabereen News quickly reposted the Imam Ali sentence with a song called “Qais of the Victory” (Figure 2). More
interestingly, major accounts affiliated another militia, Kataib Hezbollah (KH), reposted Khazali’s message verbatim.
This normally doesn’t happen, and is an indication that at least parts of KH are on the same page with Khazali on
how to deal with the post-election crisis.
Also on November 12,
before AAH posted its
messaging, KH’s quasiintelligence cell Unit
10,000 posted a
Quranic verse that may
likewise represent a
call for escalation. The
verse is about the
prophet Noah asking
his followers to board
his ship: "Embark
therein: in the Name of
Allah will be its course
and its anchorage”
(Figure 3).

This message should
be read in light of the
schism between the
Iraqi

muqawama (resistance) and Iran's Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps-Qods Force, which has reportedly asked the
muqawama to accept the recent election results and get on with it. This request spurred open criticism of Iraj
Masjedi, a senior Oods Force officer who now serves as Iran's ambassador to Baghdad. On November 12, AAH figure
Amir al-Taee tweeted the following in Arabic and Farsi: “Iraj Masjedi forgot his role as an ambassador and started
working as a messenger” (Figure 4). The post was later deleted.
A more stinging
rebuke was posted on
the same day by Sanad
al-Hamdani, the
manager of AAH’s alAhad TV, who tweeted:
“[I have] a very
perplexing question. Is
Masjedi Iran's
ambassador to Iraq or
[Iraqi prime minister
Mustafa al-] Kadhimi's
ambassador to Iran?”
(Figure 5).
Information from Iraqi
contacts also indicates
that the

muqawama are
internally criticizing
Qods Force leader
Esmail Qaani. For
instance, some have
said that Qaani's late
predecessor Qasem
Soleimani was their
only commander.
Such messaging
indicates that AAH and
KH have decided
to escalate if their
political parties are
marginalized in the

government formation
process. The
November 7 drone
attack on the prime
minister's residence
was apparently aimed
at getting militias back
to the negotiating
table, and the incident
did in fact secure them
at least one meeting
with Iraq's highest
authorities. Yet if those
discussions do not win
them shares in the
next government, they
seem willing to go even
further; hence, they are
asking followers to
“embark” on their ship
and begin the
dangerous journey
toward escalation.
If so, AAH and KH will
be flouting Iran’s
apparent directives to
de-escalate the crisis.
Their brewing schism
with Tehran began
before Qaani visited
Baghdad last week.
After recent clashes in
front of the International Zone, Sabereen News harshly criticized Iran for not publicizing the clashes sufficiently,
issuing an angry Farsi message that read: “Iran’s state media outlets, you should be ashamed! We gave blood today, a
shoe of a martyr is more valuable than Kadhimi...This was not a friction, this was a massacre [carried out] by a
sniper” (Figure 6).
In Militia Spotlight's
view, the drastic
escalation seen since
November 7 has at
least two audiences in
mind. In addition to
taking back the
initiative from Iraqi

rivals, AAH and at least
part of KH seem intent
on showing Iran what
happens when the

muqawama feel
insufficiently
supported in their
moment of ultimate
need.
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